
Supplemental Questions: 
• If Lifeguard Budget 2013 is $17,926,479  and actual Personnel costs are $9,345,714, then where does the 

other $8+million go? 
• Why did the Lifeguards split with the SD Municipal Employees Union and Join the Teamsters http://

www.sandiegoreader.com/news/2009/apr/29/city-light-1/ (if management and labor are required by law to 
be in separate bargaining groups, how can both LG administrators and labor be in Teamsters 911?)

• Why did the Teamsters 911 support Nathan Flecher for Mayor, or was that just Ed Harris, the Rep.?
• Vehicle agreements with major car manufacturers like Toyota and Ford pay for new lifeguard vehicles 

every few years : How much $ does the City get/save?
• How much $ does the City of San Diego get from the "Beach Patrol" reality-TV show that films our 

lifeguards at work and profits from the commercial broadcast?
• UCSD Agreement Pays for Lifeguards at Scripps and Blacks : How much?  $385,589 (4 FTEs) http://

ucsdnews.ucsd.edu/pressrelease/uc_san_diego_renews_lifeguard_services_at_blacks_beach
• Between 2001 and 2010 the Lifeguards settled no less than 5 Sexual Discrimination cases with former 

female employees, with an average settlement of $100,000/case.  If this is true, why doesn't the 
department have an affirmative action policy to correct the imbalance and replace management?

• Presuming the 6% pay cut that took effect in 2009 at the peak of the pay curve, and that there have been 
no pay increases since 2009 due to budget freeze, can I accurately gage the previous high salaries for 
Lifeguard Management when they had 36 People in Administration? (Chief, Captain, 8 Lieutenants, 24 
Sergeants) 

• Is it true that Lifeguard Management was exempted from the 6% pay cut that all other departments and 
seasonal lifeguards suffered? If so, who was responsible for that decision?

• Who made the decision to cut all the outreach, yet leave Lifeguard salaries over $100,000? http://
www.sandiego.gov/lifeguards/junior/involved/outreach.shtml
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